
$ Bonus
DIAMOND + LEVEL BONUSES

One-Time New Rank Bonuses
Starting at the Blue Diamond Qualified Brand 

Partner level, you receive a one-time cash bonus 
when you first attain each higher rank.  These 

bonuses are based ONLY on new volume on both 
legs; carryover volume does NOT count.

20%
SPONSORING MATCHING BONUS

Weekly Check Match
On Your Team’s Pay 

Every week you get paid a 20% check match 
on all the Two Team Pay earned by all your 

personally sponsored Brand Partners.  

20%
TWO TEAM PAY

Weekly Commission on Your
Smaller Team’s Volume

Every week you get paid up to 10%-20% (based on 
your rank) of the Commissionable Volume (CV) 

generated by all the Brand Partners in 
the smaller (lesser volume) of your two teams*.

$350
LIFESTYLE BONUS

Monthly Bonus
Earn up to a $350 USD monthly bonus by 

purchasing a qualifying product pack or higher 
AND sponsoring other Brand Partners who each 
do the same (i.e., purchase and sponsor – each 

with a qualifying pack or higher). This bonus pays 
every month that you are qualified for it.

10%
GENERATION MATCHING BONUS

Weekly Check Match on
Up to 4 Generations of Golds

As a Gold Qualified Brand Partner or higher rank
(and for as long as you maintain the rank or higher), 

every week you get paid a 10% check match on
the Two Team Pay earned by up to four generations

of Golds or higher rank in your organization
(binary qualified based on Two Team Pay).

2%
GLOBAL BONUS POOL

Weekly Share in the
Company-Wide Volume

As a Diamond Qualified Brand Partner, every week 
you get paid a share of a 2% Global Bonus Pool of 
the total company-wide Commissionable Volume 

(CV) generated that week.

50%
CUSTOMER BONUS

On All Customer Orders
Every time a customer buys from your

B-ECO website, you get paid 50% of the
retail price on their purchase.

50%
FAST START BONUS

On 1st Order of New Sign-Ups 
Every time you sign-up a new Brand Partner,
they become part of your team, and you get 

paid 50% of the CV of their first qualifying order.

You can earn great commissions as an Independent B-ECO Brand Partner.
Plus, there are lots of opportunities for substantial bonuses …all just for sharing B-ECO.

As you acquire a retail customer base and build your team, your earning potential skyrockets! 

8 Ways to Earn with B-ECO
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